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Installation view of Nina Katchadourian: Curiouser, March 12 – June 11, 2017. Courtesy of the Blanton Museum of Art, The 

University of Texas at Austin. Photo by Colin Doyle. 

 

AUSTIN, TX.- The Blanton Museum of Art at The University of Texas at Austin presents Nina 

Katchadourian: Curiouser. This mid-career survey explores approximately ten major bodies of work 

by celebrated Brooklyn-based artist Nina Katchadourian (b. 1968), including video, photography, 

sculpture, sound art, and a live performance. Nina Katchadourian: Curiouser is organized by 

Blanton curator of modern and contemporary art, Veronica Roberts, and is the first touring 

museum exhibition of Katchadourian’s work. Accompanying the exhibition is the first substantial 

catalogue devoted to the artist’s career, published in partnership with UT Press.  

 

Katchadourian’s practice is at once conceptually rigorous and alluringly accessible. Her work 

reveals the creative potential, to use the artist’s words, that “lurks within the mundane” and 

underscores the remarkable freedom and productivity that can come from working within 

limitations. Using ingenuity and humor, her work encourages us to reinvigorate our own sense of 

curiosity and creativity, and to see our everyday surroundings as a site of discovery and 

possibility.  
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“It is an honor for the Blanton to present the work of one of the most inventive artists working 

today,” remarks Blanton Director Simone Wicha. “Katchadourian’s innovative practice provides 

insightful, and often witty, commentary on the world around us. We are thrilled to share Nina 

Katchadourian: Curiouser with Austin and the UT community and to tour the show nationally 

following its presentation at the Blanton, allowing others to discover Katchadourian’s unique artistic 

vision.”  

 

Katchadourian’s expansive practice takes place largely outside of her Brooklyn studio. She has 

made work in libraries, in trees, on airplanes, and in parking lots. She has enlisted help from both 

far afield and close to home; her collaborators have included sports announcers, zookeepers, 

museum maintenance staff, ornithologists, musicians, translators at the United Nations, Morse code 

operators, an accent elimination coach, snakes, spiders, rats, ants, caterpillars, as well as her own 

parents.  

 

Among her most widely known works is Accent Elimination (2005), a six-channel video installation 

inspired by posters advertising courses in “accent elimination” that the artist encountered around 

New York. Katchadourian, whose foreignborn parents both have difficult-to-place accents, hired a 

professional speech coach to teach them to speak with a “standard” American accent, and to teach 

her to speak in her parents’ accents. The video captures the hybrid cultures of the artist’s family, 

which she often describes as like a “scrambled world map,” and characteristic of countless 

households in this country. Accent Elimination was featured at the 2015 Venice Biennale in the 

Armenian Pavilion, which won the Golden Lion award for “Best National Participation.” The Blanton 

recently acquired Accent Elimination for its permanent collection.  

 

Central to the exhibition is “Seat Assignment,” an extensive ongoing body of photographs and videos 

Katchadourian makes using her mobile phone. The project began in 2010 on a flight from New York 

to Atlanta, when she tasked herself with creating art on the plane using only materials readily at 

hand. Katchadourian explains, “I thought: Here I am with two and a half hours of time and why am I 

not going to consider this time as time that counts? Why not think actively, be alert and attuned to 

possibility?”  

 

It is hard to imagine a more restrictive environment for making art than the roughly seventeen-inch 

width of an airplane seat. And yet, more than six years and nearly 200 flights later, working 

between armrests and under self-imposed constraints, Katchadourian has produced hundreds of 

photographs, three videos, and several video animations as part of this significant project. Turning 

the airplane into her studio, she finds inventive ways to reimagine items in her carry-on bag, as 

well as images from the pages of in-flight magazines tucked into seat-back pockets and the 

contents of snacks that come down the aisle. She captures the results of these unexpected 

interventions with her camera phone.  

 

Katchadourian has even found ways to make art in airplane restrooms. Paradoxically, their 

claustrophobic quarters have become the sites of some of her most imaginative work: Lavatory 

Self-Portraits in the Flemish Style (2011), twenty-one self-portraits that merge fifteenth-century 

Northern Renaissance oil painting with the then-nascent phenomenon of the selfie, and music 

videos in which she lip-synchs the lyrics to classic rock‘n’roll and disco hits, such as the Bee Gees’ 

“Nights on Broadway” and Freddie Mercury and David Bowie’s duet “Under Pressure.”  

 

http://www.cclarkgallery.com/
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Today, even when art is directly in front of us, it is often experienced through a smart phone—a 

reality that is easy to lament as an impoverished way of looking. In “Seat Assignment,” however, 

Katchadourian uses her phone to pay closer attention, and to harness the unique opportunities that 

the airplane affords.  

 

Other highlights of Nina Katchadourian: Curiouser include:  

 

• Mended Spiderwebs (1998), which are part of a group of works Katchadourian calls “Uninvited 

Collaborations with Nature.” To make them, the artist repaired broken spiderwebs with red thread. 

Each morning, following the repairs, she would find that the spider had repaired the web and 

discarded her patches. This series documents the mended webs and discarded thread in a series of 

photographs and framed thread patches.  

 

• Paranormal Postcards (2001–ongoing) is an ongoing project consisting of over 200 postcards. 

Using red sewing thread, the artist connects various elements in each image; the cards are then 

grouped into an elaborate network of dotted red lines applied to the wall. A “world view” of extreme 

and almost paranoid interconnectedness emerges. Each time the project is exhibited, Katchadourian 

incorporates postcards from the city or town where it is on view. At the Blanton, several new cards 

featuring popular Austin sites will give visitors local points of entry. 

http://www.cclarkgallery.com/

